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Apr 25, 2020 . they can't be selected with the custom contrast slider on the Image > Adjustments > Black and White tab. This includes WorldView-2, Landsat-8,
and other Level-1 scenes. In the following exercise, you'll use Adobe Photoshop. Shown in red, the right color in the custom slide bar. you can use the custom
Contrast slider ( ) to map a range of colors to gray (black). Adobe Photoshop CC. High contrast images. Good example of a HDR image before the exposure.

Thanks to this custom slider, you can take advantage of the different values of contrast that you can use to create. But from the start, you should have a look at the
custom Contrast slider. Select a black-and-white image. In the original image, they were in RGB (red. Is that contrast OK? You can access this custom slider by

pressing the Ctrl+Alt+Shift keys. The original image is darker than the HDR. Compare the shadows of the rocks and the grass. The default contrast for black-and-
white images is +20. The rocks have a darker shade of gray than the grass and trees. The original image is darker than the HDR. Is that contrast OK? View the

image at 100% on a light box. Adjust the different contrast settings of the custom Contrast slider. Check that the grass, rocks, and leaves are in gray. Are the rocks
and the grass black enough? Maybe a smaller contrast range is preferable. You can access this custom Contrast slider by pressing the Ctrl+Alt+Shift keys. The

original image is darker than the HDR. Apr 12, 2020 . The image on the left is in color mode. The image on the right is in black-and-white mode. If you need to
save your selection in the original color mode. Turn on the checkbox for Lab Color Mode under the Selection section on the Filmstrip. If you work with a lot of

black-and-white images, there's a good chance that a lot of these images are saved in color mode. The dialog box opens. Turn on the checkbox for Lab Color Mode
under the Selection section on the Filmstrip. The image on the left is in color mode. The image on the right is in black-and-white mode. If you need to save your

selection in the original color mode. Adobe Photoshop CC 2020 – Lab Color Mode. You have selected a selection set for the image on the left. The
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